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Table 2.1 Announced Preferences of the Delegates on the Monetary
Standard and Adoption of the Silver Plank in the National
Democratic Platform
Chicago Tribune
(June 27)
Silver
State
Alabama
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Gold

22
16
18
8

4
26
6
48
30
26
20
26
16
5

28
6
18
34
6
16
6

Platform
Roll Call
(July 9)
Silver

Gold

Discrepancy
(if Any)

12
5
3

1
1

10
12
27

3
4
3

11

(1 absent)

22
16
18
8
12
6
4

7
16
30
12

1
5
26
6
48
30
26
20
26
16
2
4
3
28
6
18
34
6
16
6

8
20
72
22
6
46
8

8
20
72
22
6
46
8

64
8

64
8
(Table continues on p. 34.)
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Table 2.1 Continued
Chicago Tribune
(June 27)
Silver
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Territory
Alaska
Arizona
District of Columbia
Indian Territory
New Mexico
Oklahoma Territory
Total

Gold

18

Platform
Roll Call
(July 9)
Silver

24
30
6

8
24
30
6

8
3

8
24
5
12

24
6

6
6
5
6
6
6

6
4
6
4
6

1

303

3
24

6

627

Discrepancy
(if Any)

18
8

24
5
12

Gold

624

6

6

2

1

2

2

305

21

Sources: Delegate preferences were reported in the Chicago Tribune, June 27, 1896. The roll
call on the minority report from the resolutions committee (supporting the gold standard)
appeared in Dickinson (1896, 241).
Notes: Delegate preferences, as originally reported in the Tribune, have been adjusted to
take into account the expansion of the delegations from the territories (from two to six
delegates in each case) and the seating of one or the other of competing delegations after
contests were decided. Because the monetary preferences of the individuals involved in
these expansions and contests were already known, the consequences of these actions were
well anticipated before the fact. The Tribune also adjusted individual preferences where a
unit rule was expected to suppress a minority of a state delegation. For example, the Wisconsin delegation was split, with nineteen delegates favoring gold and five supporting
silver. Because the state convention had bound all the delegates to gold, the Tribune reported the five silverites as favoring the yellow metal. In one instance, the state of Washington, the Tribune expected the unit rule to be enforced and, thus, that all eight votes
would be cast for silver even though three delegates supported gold. When the rule was
not enforced, the delegates split five to three for silver on the roll call, just as the Tribune
had reported their individual preferences. Since the purpose of this table is to demonstrate
the extent to which preferences had been accurately identified prior to the convention (and
not to predict whether or not the unit rule would be enforced within a state delegation),
the distribution of preferences have been entered in this table as the Tribune assigned them
to individual delegates.
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Figure 3.1 Civil Rights Policy Proposals Arrayed by Degree of Liberalism
>>> Conservatism
1966 Housing

1964 CRA

1965 VRA

1950s

Source: Authors’ compilation.

with respect to replacement and pure preference change. To identify true
preference change, it is necessary to make some sort of assumption about
the series of bills. Happily for our purposes, the bills consistently moved
policy in a more and more liberal direction throughout the period.8 The
1959 Civil Rights Act—toothless by many accounts—was still progress
from the conservative status quo policy of the 1950s. The 1964 Civil
Rights Act moved policy significantly to the left. Following Johnson’s
election in 1964, the 1965 Voting Rights Act moved policy further to
the left. Housing acts later in the period—though not as powerful as
the 1964 and 1965 legislation—extended the policy into new domains
(figure 3.1).
Consider the change from the 1964 to the 1965 policy. If there were
no preference change, this shift in proposed policy should have led some
moderate members to stop supporting civil rights legislation. Conservative southern Democrats would have remained opposed, but some conservative Republicans and moderate northern Democrats should switch
from a pro- to an anti-civil rights position, implying that the pro-civil
rights margins should never increase over time. As the margins shift in
the opposite direction, with more and more House members supporting
civil rights. We feel confident inferring that some members updated their
beliefs about the policy, consequently changing their preferences through
one of the conversion mechanisms we have laid out. Our suspicion—admittedly difficult to prove—is that Martin Luther King Jr.’s strategy of
rousing public attention to the injustice of civil rights policy worked,
forcing people to update their beliefs. Once people had accepted the fundamental injustice of Jim Crow, people still disagreed about the most
appropriate means to bring about equity. But despite the increasing conservatism of later years—the elections of 1966 and 1968, and onward
into the 1970s bussing controversies and the Reagan era—the policy has
never moved back to where it was before the civil rights movement.
As noted, simple replacement of legislators is a traditional explanation
for preference change. Table 3.2 describes the districts that changed party
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the mid-1960s witnessed a fundamental change in [the New Deal coalition]. Racial concerns gained a prominent foothold on the national political
agenda, and in the process, they took on a clear partisan meaning. Breaking with a tradition of a hundred years the Democratic Party gradually
became the home of racial liberalism (Carmines and Stimson 1989, 116).

Myriad authors have noted this change. Another large set of social
scientists have documented the increasing liberalization of American attitudes on race (Kellstedt 2000; Kinder and Sanders 1996; Schumann et
al. 1997). They uniformly trace this racial evolution to a beginning point
in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Even in the period, people understood
that fundamental societal attitudes were changing, but slowly (Dye
1971). The picture is decidedly complex. A collection of Lou Harris and
Angus Campbell poll questions from 1963 to 1970 illustrate this point
(see table 3.1). Some of the questions show significant changes in a procivil rights direction (for example, questions about protests, restaurants,
and hotels). Other questions see fairly little change, or even negative
change, as in the question about white people having a right to keep
Negroes out.
Because of the complex issues involved, other authors have argued

Table 3.1 Measures of Civil Rights Attitudes in the 1960s
Question Wording
Federal government see to it that blacks get
fair employment treatment a
See to it that white and Negro children go to
the same schoolsb
Blacks can go to any hotel or restaurant they
can affordc
White people have a right to keep Negroes
outd
Negroes have tried to move too faste
Justified to march in protestsf
Sources: Campbell (1971) and Brink and Harris (1966).
Note: All questions asked of whites only.
a
Campbell (1971, 129)
b
Campbell (1971, 130)
c
Campbell (1971, 131)
d
Campbell (1971, 133)
e
Brink and Harris (1966, 220)
f
Brink and Harris (1966, 222)

1963 1964 1966 1968 1970
33

33

38

33

41

41

48

56

24

21

29
64
53

70
35
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Table 3.2 Effects of Partisan Replacement on Voting on Civil Rights
Acts, 1964 to 1965

Northern districts that switched
Republican to Democrat

Southern districts that switched
Republican to Democrat

Districts that switched Democrat
to Republican

Vote on 1964 Civil
Rights Act
Vote on 1965 Voting
Rights Act
Vote on 1964 Civil
Rights Act
Vote on 1965 Voting
Rights Act
Vote on 1964 Civil
Rights Act
Vote on 1965 Voting
Rights Act

Yes

No

Did Not
Vote

32

11

1

44

0

0

0

2

0

2

0

0

3

7

0

2

8

0

Source: Calculated by the authors based on Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report (1964,
1965c).

representatives in the 1964 congressional elections and shows how representatives from districts with partisan change voted on the 1964 Civil
Rights Act and the 1965 Voting Rights Act.
Among districts that changed from Republican to Democratic representatives in 1964, all changes were in the pro–civil rights direction. The
vote switches in districts that went in the Republican direction—predominantly southern districts—did not display any consistent direction.
Overall, partisan replacement accounted for a pickup of thirteen votes
for the Voting Rights Bill relative to the previous Civil Rights Act. Because the Voting Rights Act received forty-three more votes than the
Civil Rights Act, partisan replacement could account for only a bit more
than one-third of the total change.
In districts where the incumbent was replaced by someone from the
same party (retirements, primary defeats, and so forth), there were six
new northern Democratic civil rights votes, two more from southern
Democrats and a loss of one Republican vote (see table 3.3). Thus, intraparty replacement can account for at most a switch of seven votes. Combining these figures with those in the previous table, replacements can
generate less than half the total switching between 1964 (Civil Rights
Act) and 1965 (Voting Rights Act).9
The final word on replacement is that it simply does not account for
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Table 3.3 The Effect of Intraparty Replacement in Voting on
Civil Rights Bills

Northern districts that switched
Democrat to Democrat

Southern districts that switched
Democrat to Democrat

Districts that switched
Republican to Republican

Vote on 1964 Civil
Rights Act
Vote on 1965 Voting
Rights Act
Vote on 1964 Civil
Rights Act
Vote on 1965 Voting
Rights Act
Vote on 1964 Civil
Rights Act
Vote on 1965 Voting
Rights Act

Yes

No

Did Not
Vote

13

2

4

19

0

0

0

7

0

2

4

1

9

1

3

8

3

2

Source: Calculated by the authors based on Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report (1964,
1965c).

the majority of preference change that occurred between the 1964 and
1965 Civil Rights bills. Although some of the other data we examine will
continue to touch on the issue of replacement, we can say at the outset
that a replacement explanation alone is clearly not enough to describe
the changing votes on civil rights.
Another possible mechanism for preference change is the construction
of new constituencies. As more black voters came to the ballot box,
southern politicians should have been more likely to want to include
such voters in their primary constituency. Though we estimated several
statistical models to see the effects of racial composition of the district
on likelihood of switching, the low numbers of switchers did not yield
statistically significant results. The data is consistent, however, with the
notion that members do respond to a changing constituency. The average black proportion of the population in House districts where a member switched his vote (between 1964 and 1965) was 9.5 percent—not
much different from the 11.4 average for all districts. But the district
proportion of blacks for Democrats who changed their vote—likely to
face a primary with an increasing number of black voters—rise significantly to 14.8 percent, and to a much higher 17.7 percent among southern
Democrats. The last category of switchers (southern Democrats) was
likely to receive the largest influx of new primary voters in the future
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Table 3.4 Support for Aid to Education Bills in the 87th and
89th Congress

Northern Democrats
Southern Democrats
Republicans

Pro-Proa

Anti-Pro

Pro-Anti

Anti-Anti

99
7
5

4
10
16

2
3
1

2
39
63

Source: Calculated by the authors based on Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report (1961,
1965a).
a
Pro- indicates a yes vote on the proposal, and Anti- indicates a no vote. Thus a Pro-Anti
legislator would be one who initially supported the bill, but shifted to opposition when
the similar proposal was considered later.

elections because northerners likely already faced many black voters not
disenfranchised by Jim Crow.
Constituency changes do not occur overnight,10 so to account for a
more gradually changing constituency (for example, a southern suburb
getting slowly more urban) converting a member to a new position we
examined some other votes from the civil rights era—excluding replacements—to see how much change we could see in some sequences of
similar bills over time.
Here we begin with the 1962 proposal and the landmark 1965 Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Probably the most important political
change was the election of forty-seven new Democrats in the 1964 elections. But, evidently, between 1962 and 1965 there was a substantial shift
in support toward federal support for education occurring in both parties and across both north and south (see table 3.4). Given that neither
of these bills contained a Powell amendment, the distributional explanation for change seems less plausible. This is possibly a circumstance in
which some other mechanism(s) of preference change is doing the work.
Open housing bills from later Congresses offer another window on
preference change. Proposals were voted on in the Democrat-heavy 89th
Congress (after the 1964 elections) and in the somewhat more balanced
90th Congress (following substantial Republican midterm gains of 1966).
By most accounts the second bill was actually somewhat stronger than
the first, and might, on that account, be expected to lose support. Table
3.5 shows that that expectation was not realized.
As in the last table, open housing proposals picked up support across
the board with those in both parties and regions switching in a liberal
direction. As in the aid to education case in the 89th Congress, these data
seem to point to a belief change explanation that is deeper than changing
constituencies can account for. Of course, at this level of aggregation we
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Table 3.5 Support for Open Housing Legislation in the 89th and
90th Congress

Northern Democrats
Southern Democrats
Republicans

Pro-Pro

Anti-Pro

Pro-Anti

Anti-Anti

117
4
44

10
3
11

4
1
3

17
53
65

Source: Calculated by the authors based on Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report (1965b,
1968).

cannot specify which of the mechanisms are most likely to be at work.
But we can speculate.
The open housing votes came late in 1966 when candidates were looking to the elections. By this time the mood of the country had apparently
shifted back to the right somewhat. Conversion (or, perhaps better put,
apostasy) must account for some of the difference in voting patterns because 102 members who had voted for the 1965 Voting Rights Act voted
against the open housing provision: thirty-one northern Democrats, eleven
southern Democrats, and sixty Republicans. (One Republican switched
against the tide.) Even though these members were unsuccessful in deleting the open housing provision, some nevertheless supported the bill
on passage. Thirty-five members voted against open housing and then
for the bill: seven northern Democrats, two southern Democrats, and
twenty-six Republicans. This switching indicates not conversion in some
psychological sense but the differential difficulty of the votes. In fact,
voting responses on the roll calls form a near perfect Guttman scale. Of
the 396 members who voted on all three roll calls, only four have nonscalar response patterns.
As noted, from the mid-1950s through the late 1960s11 the House was
presented with a succession of increasingly liberal, increasingly strong,
civil rights bills and managed to muster majorities (sometimes slim) for
all of them. Both replacement and conversion affected the size of these
winning coalitions—though conversion cannot be accounted for completely without some appeal to pure preference change. A significant
increase in the toughness of the measure at issue (as from the 1960 to
the 1964 bill and from the 1965 voting rights to the 1966 open housing
bill) occasionally led to a loss of pro–civil rights votes. However, when
these tough bills were followed by equally or slightly stronger measures—as when the 1965 bill followed the 1964 act and the 1968 open
housing bill followed the 1966 open housing measure—some kind of
conversion or change in beliefs increased the size of the pro–civil rights
coalition. Given that the bills grew successively more liberal, it is difficult
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Table 3.6 Median Adjusted ADA Scores in the Senate

All chairs
(Mean)
Democratic caucus
Floor

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

11.57
(24.09)
55.24
41.99

10.61
(26.19)
62.93
49.03

17.21
(30.84)
66.38
34.98

53.51
(42.32)
61.95
50.70

66.45
(62.07)
64.23
47.53

Source: Calculated by the authors based on data provided by Timothy Groseclose.

The final area for preference change we examine is leadershipinduced preference change, and we focus on the changed incentives for
committee chairs to line up with the party caucus—we begin with a
non–civil rights example. Throughout the 1960s battles with southern
chairmen over civil rights and after liberal legislation were legion. Seniority guaranteed members their hierarchical place on the committee
roster, and thus institutionalized conservative southern Democrats. In
the aftermath of the 1974 election, the Democratic caucus sent a strong
signal by replacing four committee chairs—reportedly because of their
unwillingness to yield to the liberal majority on public spending among
other issues. Thus the expectation that post 1974 we would expect to see
committee chairs more in line with the Democratic caucus preferences.
In table 3.6 we show a comparison of Snyder-Groseclose-ADA scores for
several Congresses across all committee chairs, the big three in the
House (Rules, Appropriations, Ways and Means), the Democratic caucus
and floor.
The results are clear that this does not account for preference change
in the 1960s. Although it is true that by the 1970s the preferences of
the committee chairs are exhibiting influences of the increasingly liberal
Democrat caucus (no doubt due in particular to the influence of the class
of 1974), the civil rights period shifts don’t appear to hinge on committee
chair changes.
Additionally, with respect to leadership, it is possible to find cases of
specific rules or votes that the leadership might have used to delay or
alter a civil rights vote outcome (for example, the cited Smith anecdote
about gender protection). For instance in 1959 Johnson managed to win
approval of a weaker civil rights bill by voting on the cloture rules before
handing out committee assignments: several freshman senators previously committed to voting for a new cloture rule that would have
made civil rights passage more likely changed their minds at the last
minute. A few years later, in 1970, when pushing for reauthorization of
the voting rights act the Senate leadership explicitly connected the vote
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Figure 7.1 The Congress-Centered Account (Version 1)

Supreme
Court
Grant
Jurisdiction
Congress

F
States Set Policy
on [F, ∞]
Court Pays k

Do not
Grant

States Set Policy on [0, ∞]
Source: Author’s compilation.

In essence, the Congress-centered account is a delegation game: Congress creates authority and delegates it to the Supreme Court, which
enforces it against the states (Bendor, Glazer, and Hammond 2001). To
illustrate, consider Gillman’s account (2002) of the Judiciary and Removal Act of 1875. This for the first time allowed the removal of cases
with a significant federal question from state courts to federal courts.
Critically, the act was passed by a lame duck Republican Congress facing
the certainty of an incoming Democratic majority. In Gillman’s view,
which such prominent legal historians as Wiecek share, the economic
nationalists of the Republican Party viewed the Republican-dominated
federal judiciary as a reliable guarantor of property rights and laissez
faire principles, especially in relation to state governments in the South,
Midwest, and West. Hence, they conferred broad new jurisdiction on the
federal judiciary, assuring acceptable enforcement of property rights in
all the states, a level of enforcement the outgoing Republicans could not
otherwise achieve. Of course, the incoming Democrats wished to repeal
the act, and repeatedly tried to do so, but were continually hamstrung
by divided party government. The Republicans of 1875 thus accomplished what the Federalists had tried but failed to do in 1801.10
In the Congress-centered account, Congressional lawmakers extend
writs of authority to the federal courts when it serves the purposes of
those who control the levers of power in Congress, and when the courts
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Figure 7.2 Congress-Centered Account (Version 2)

Accept
Jurisdiction,
Set Policy
Supreme
Court
Grant
Jurisdiction
Congress

Reject
Jurisdiction

F
States Set Policy
on [F, ∞]
Court Pays k
States Set Policy on [0, ∞]

Do not
Grant

States Set Policy on [0, ∞]
Source: Author’s compilation.

Not surprisingly, the Supreme Court has created limitations on federal jurisdiction precisely to lighten a burdensome caseload. For example, Ferejohn and Kramer note,
The advent of the regulatory state brought legislation creating countless
new interests that had not been protected at common law, interests that
invariably were shared by large numbers of people. At the same time, the
Supreme Court recognized a myriad of new constitutional rights, also
widely held, that likewise did not resemble traditional forms of liberty or
property. These changes forced courts to address, in the words of one
group of leading commentators, “who, if anyone, should be able to sue to
ensure governmental compliance with statutory and constitutional provisions intended to protect broadly shared interests of large numbers of citizens.” Taken for all they were worth, the new procedural and substantive
regimes might have opened the doors of the courthouse to practically anyone unhappy with anything the government did. Instead, the Supreme
Court circumscribed access to the judiciary by fabricating the doctrines of
standing and ripeness. (2002, 1008–9)
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Figure 7.3 The Court-Centered Account
Assert
Jurisdiction,
Set Policy
Supreme
Court
Do not
Assert
Jurisdiction

F

States Set Policy on [F, ∞]
Court Pays bk

States Set Policy on [0, ∞]

Source: Author’s compilation.

Thus, in the context of the simple model of figure 2, imagine the Supreme Court faces a workload or enforcement cost k, associated with
new warrants of jurisdiction and the declaration of new rights or national standards. To limit the adverse impact of enforcement costs, the
Court might shrink its jurisdiction or (in the very stark version of the
model I consider for clarity) eschew new jurisdiction all together.

The Court-Centered Account
The Court-centered account, in its baldest form, can be represented by
the game in figure 7.3. Absent congressional action, the Supreme Court
may simply assert jurisdiction and sets a federal standard F. It may also
remain quiescent. In this case, F might be a minimal level of procedural
rights for people in police custody, minimal rights for people incarcerated in state prisons, or a minimal absence of racial gerrymandering in
electoral districts.
This rendering brings an obvious issue to the fore: what restrains the
high court from assuming universal judicial authority and imposing allencompassing federal standards on the states? Here, the standard accounts are silent. However, one answer involves raw power relations
between the federal courts and the states’ representatives in Congress.
As Ferejohn and Kramer (2002) note, individual federal judges possess
important protections, such as life tenure under good behavior; but the
federal judiciary possesses relatively few. Thus, the judiciary is vulnerable if an assault on state sovereignty angers a majority in Congress.
In the area of jurisdiction, two examples of Congressional retaliation
are often cited: the Reconstruction-era McCardle case involving military
rule and habeas corpus, and the 1932 Norris-LaGuardia Act, which limits
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Figure 7.4 The Jurisdiction Game
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Source: Author’s compilation.
Note: Prior to Congressional action, state voters elect congressmen.

if Congress does not act, the Court may assert authority unilaterally and
announce a standard for the states. Following federal action, if any, the
states set their policies and the federal courts pay an enforcement cost.
The jurisdiction game puts federalism back into the theory of federal
courts in three ways. First, it departs from Gillman’s assumption of a
free-standing dominant party controlling Congress (2002). Instead, in the
spirit of the new analytic literature on federalism (for example, Cremer
and Palfrey 2002; Besley and Coate 2003), the model portrays each state
as sending to Congress a delegate who faithfully pursues the interests of
her constituents. In turn, the delegates (senators, as it were) decide
whether to extend jurisdiction over an issue to the federal courts. Second,
federal judicial policy directly affects the states, and hence the choices of
the delegates (through anticipation). Finally, state resistance to federal
judicial authority imposes costs on the federal courts. Thus, federal judicial action affects states; states interact directly with federal courts via
resistance costs and indirectly through the actions of legislators in Con-
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Figure 7.5 Northern Abolitionists are Nationalizers in Terms of Rights
for Negroes, Southerners are States Rightists
S

F?B

N

Rights for Negroes
Source: Author’s compilation.

bly be less pro-slavery than that prevailing in the southern states. In
these circumstances, most southerners in Congress were states rightists.
In the absence of much concern about slavery, moderates were generally
antifederal jurisdiction—their laws might not be touched by federal action and they were insensitive to the plight of slaves in the Deep South.
But notably abolitionists, who were acutely sensitive to the terrible situation of the slaves, were typically nationalizers. Federal courts represented
virtually the only way to alter laws in the South, and any intervention,
however tepid, would most likely be an improvement. Accordingly, abolitionist lawyers such as Salmon Chase exercised considerable ingenuity
trying to craft arguments in constitutional law that would support or
even require unilateral antislave action by the federal courts (Hyman
and Wiecek 1982). In fact, northern senators were typically staunch nationalizers (of course, economic concerns loomed large here). Not surprisingly, the Supreme Court remained unsympathetic to these arguments.
By about 1850, however, southerners began to see a problem with a
decentralized slave regime. Southerners traveling with their slaves
through northern states might find their “property” seized and declared
free. As interstate commerce and travel increased, the saliency of these
northern policies increased. Given the slavery-friendly leanings of the
Taney Court and the federal judiciary (Fehrenbacher 2001; Cover 1975),
many southerners began to reverse their adherence to states rights, instead advocating substantial expansion of federal judicial power over
state policy (Finkelman 1981).
Figure 7.6 illustrates how this remarkable preference reversal could
occur. The key is the policy dimension in question: protection of property rights in slaves. As shown, southern states had very high protection
for such property rights. Northern states had none. Northern disregard
for this kind of property right was of little concern to southerners so
long as North and South had little contact. But with the growth of cross-
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Figure 7.6 Southerners are Nationalizers in Protecting Slave
“Property”; Abolitionists become States Rightists
N

F

S

Property Rights in Slaves
Source: Author’s compilation.

state spillovers, federal jurisdiction began to appear attractive to southerners.
In September 1850, Millard Fillmore signed into law a new Fugitive
Slave Act substantially expanding federal judicial power. Sensibilities in
the North were rubbed raw as federal courts backed raids by slave catchers. Northern states enacted so-called liberty laws and state courts in the
North resisted the slave-catchers. Southerners pushed for further expansions in federal authority—and northern senators (whose states in earlier
years had been bastions of support for federal courts) began to echo
the nullification doctrines espoused in South Carolina in the 1830s and
encapsulated in the Virginia and Kentucky resolutions. Abolitionist Ohio
Senator Benjamin Wade declared,
I am no advocate for Nullification, but in the nature of things, according
to the true interpretation of our institutions, a State, in the last resort, crowded to the wall by the General Government seeking by the strong arm of
power to take away the rights of the State, is to judge of whether she shall
stand on her reserved rights. (McDonald 2000, 175)

Later in the antebellum period Republicans tried to repeal Section 25 of
the Judiciary Act, which gave the Supreme Court the power to apply
judicial review to state legislation. This preference reversal by the abolitionists, and northern resistance to federal authority, is again easily understood in the context of figure 7.6.
In the years before the Civil War, southern courts adopted increasingly draconian slave policies. Some of the new rulings returned individuals freed during stays in northern states to slavery—which was, as might
be expected, deeply offensive to northern sensibilities. Even worse, and
almost incredibly, other rulings returned to slavery some individuals
who had been voluntarily freed by their owners. By 1860, “the courts of
the North and South had diverged to such an extent that a judicial seces-
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Table 7.1 Equilibria in the Jurisdiction Game
Activist Court

Deferential Court

Retiring Court

Nationalizer or
pro-jurisdiction
moderate Congress

Congress offers,
Court accepts.

Congress offers,
Court accepts

Congress does
not offer, Court
does not assert

States rightist or
anti-jurisdiction
moderate Congress

Congress does
not offer, Court
asserts

Congress does
not offer, Court
does not assert

Congress does
not offer, Court
does not assert

Source: Author’s compilation.

in state preferences, changes in sensitivities to cross-state spillovers, or
changes in the identity of the median voter in Congress, that move the
median congress member from states rightist, to antijurisdiction moderate, to projurisdiction moderate, to nationalizer.

Playing the Jurisdiction Game:
Congressional Delegation of
Judicial Authority
As the discussion of the Removal Act of 1875 may have suggested, the
delegation part of the story is often relatively straightforward. Here I
will briefly illustrate it with brief vignettes from the antebellum period.
In these cases, the jurisdiction game provides a framework for understanding how altered preferences or sensitivity to spillovers changed the
politics of judicial state building.
In the years before the Civil War, the law of slavery was highly decentralized, allowing states considerable freedom in their own arrangements. In fact, this decentralized regime received special protection in
the Constitution which, for example, prohibited Congress from banning
the importation of slaves in the early years of the Republic. In the Deep
South, of course, the law of slavery assumed ever more elaborate and
savage forms. In the North, through statutes, constitutional provisions,
and judicial precedents, nearly all states ended slavery. Many border
states favored slavery, but with less fervor than in the Deep South.
State policy on rights for Negroes reveals that law in the North was
antislavery, in the South proslavery, and in the border states (B) proslavery but less so than in the South (see figure 7.5). The Supreme Court was
dominated by southerners, but the policy it would set (F) would proba-
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Figure 11.1 Summary of Legacies of Policy Options
Radical Policy
Option
(Guatemala, El Salvador,
and Nicaragua)
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Reform Policy
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Honduras)
Successful

Unsuccessful
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Modernization
Without Class
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and
Militarization
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Democratizing
Movements
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Democratizing
Movements

No
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MilitaryAuthoritarianism
(Guatemala and
El Salvador)

Progressive
Democracy
(Costa Rica)

Traditional
Dictatorship
(Honduras and
Nicaragua)

Absence of
Modernization

Source: Author’s compilation.

Even from such a brief sketch, it is clear that actor choices play a
prominent role in this HI argument. I will now explore the ways in
which RCI might enrich an analysis of these choices, focusing on the
liberal decision to adopt either a radical policy option or a reform policy
option. Although these liberal choices were not the only variable shaping
long-run development in Central America, they were a critical one—so
much so that I argue different choices would have led the countries toward quite different outcomes. To the degree RCI can help us better
understand these choices, then, it can contribute significantly to understanding long-run political trajectories in Central America.
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Table 11.1 Components of Choice and Preference in Rational
Decision Theory
Option

C1

C2

Outcome

Utility

Probability

Expected Utility

O1,1

U1,1

P1,1

U1,1 × P1,1

O1,2

U1,2

P1,2

U1,2 × P1,2

O1,3

U1,3

P1,3

U1,3 × P1,3

O2,1

U2,1

P2,1

U2,1 × P2,1

O2,2

U2,2

P2,2

U2,2 × P2,2

O2,3

U2,3

P2,3

U2,3 × P2,3

Source: Adapted from Little (1991, 41).

A Heuristic Model
Rational decision theory is helpful for formulating a simple model of
liberal choices. As table 11.1 illustrates, this theory emphasizes the following elements as the components shaping an actor choice: the behavioral options available to the actor; the specific outcomes that might be
generated if a particular option is carried out; the utility associated with
each of these specific outcomes; and the probability that a given outcome
will take place if a particular option is selected. One can arrive at the
expected utility of each outcome by multiplying utility and probability.
For utility maximizing actors, the best option corresponds to the one
with the greatest sum of expected utilities. For risk adverse actors, the
preferred option corresponds to the one with the best-worst outcome.
From the HI perspective, there is nothing wrong with abstractly formulating a model of actor decision making like this one. Historical institutionalists will insist, however, that each key component—options, outcomes, utilities, and probabilities—be specified through a historically
grounded analysis that makes inferences about actors’ subjective experiences. In this sense, HI assumes that the values of the different components of the model do not reflect objective reality, but instead the
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Table 11.2 Preference Structure for Actors Adopting a Radical
Policy Option
Option

Radical
policy

Reform
policy

Probability Expected Utility
(1 = Lowest)
(1 = Least)

Outcome

Utility
(1= Least)

Overthrow
of liberal
rule

Very
negative
(1)

Very
unlikely
(2)

Slightly
negative
(2)

Unstable
liberal
rule

Positive
(3)

Likely
(4)

Positive
(4)

Stable
liberal
rule

Very
positive
(4)

Unlikely
(3)

Positive
(4)

Overthrow
of liberal
rule

Very
negative
(1)

Unlikely
(3)

Negative
(1)

Marginally
positive
(2)

Likely
(4)

Marginally
positive
(3)

Positive
(3)

Nearly
impossible
(1)

Marginally
positive
(3)

Unstable
liberal
rule
Stable
liberal
rule

Source: Author’s compilation.

subjective understandings of the actor in question. In fact, an actor’s assessment of the probabilities may be quite removed from reality, but that
inaccurate assessment will nevertheless serve as the basis for rational
decision making.4
In decision theory, the concept of preference refers narrowly to the
utilities associated with different possible outcomes. However, HI also
treats the actor’s understanding of the possible choice options, different
outcomes, and the probabilities associated with these outcomes as components of an actor’s preference. Under this broader definition, the expression preferences and situations might refer to the idea that historical
circumstances shape a wide range of components of actor choice, not
only utility functions.
Here I offer simple models for understanding liberal choices in Central America. Table 11.2 attempts to specify the components of prefer-
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Table 11.3 Preference Structure for Actors Adopting a Reform
Policy Option
Option

Radical
policy

Reform
policy

Probability Expected Utility
(1 = Lowest)
(1 = Least)

Outcome

Utility
(1= Least)

Overthrow
of liberal
rule

Very
negative
(1)

Likely
(4)

Very
negative
(1)

Unstable
liberal
rule

Positive
(3)

Unlikely
(3)

Marginally
positive
(3)

Stable
liberal
rule

Very
positive
(4)

Nearly
impossible
(1)

Marginally
positive
(3)

Overthrow
of liberal
rule

Very
negative
(1)

Very
unlikely
(2)

Slightly
negative
(2)

Marginally
positive
(2)

Likely
(4)

Marginally
positive
(3)

Positive
(3)

Unlikely
(3)

Marginally
positive
(3)

Unstable
liberal
rule
Stable
liberal
rule

Source: Author’s compilation.

ence that characterize liberal actors who pursue a radical policy option.
By contrast, table 11.3 tries to characterize the components of choice
among actors who pursue a reform policy option. The codes in the models are derived from the historical discussion that follows; they are inductively formulated estimates grounded in the historiography. In using
induction and historical analysis this way to guide a rational choice account, I essentially follow the programmatic agenda of the Analytic Narratives project (Bates et al. 1998), which I believe substantially overlaps
with long-standing HI emphases.
In both tables, key liberal rulers are faced with two options: a radical
policy option and a reform policy option. In turn, each option is associated with three possible outcomes: first, instability that leads to the overthrow of the liberal order; second, unstable but sustained liberal rule;
and, third, stable and sustained liberal rule. The utilities associated with
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Table 11.4 Sources of Preferences for Liberals
Option

Outcomes

Utilities

Probabilities

Liberal ideology
shapes the
choice between
radical and
reform options.

Outcomes
associated with
each option
are evaluated
according to
their political
consequences
for liberal leaders.

Both ideology
and political
considerations
affect the utility
values of each
outcome.

The probabilities
of outcomes
reflect actors’
understandings
of the level of
threat posed by
opposition forces.

Source: Author’s compilation.

possible outcomes associated with them. Liberals did not know in advance exactly what would happen if a particular option was selected.
They had to make decisions based on their subjective assessments of
what might happen.11 We have good reason to believe that they were
concerned with outcomes related to their political and power goals, especially given that nearly all previous efforts at enacting liberal reforms
had produced instability and eventually the defeat of liberal presidents.
Political and power considerations thus were a key second filter that
defined the three outcomes specified here: overthrow of the liberal order,
liberal rule with instability, and liberal rule with stability.
The utilities associated with the different outcomes were closely tied
to the liberal concern with maximizing political power, though ideology
was relevant here too. The worst possible outcome was overthrow of
the liberal order. This would mean not only the failure to successfully
implement liberal changes (very negative from an ideological perspective), but also—and more important—the defeat of the particular liberal
president (very negative from a personal power perspective). In the models, therefore, the utility associated with overthrow is set at very negative. The best outcome for liberals was stable liberal rule, which accorded
with both their ideological preference to see liberals in power and their
preference to personally rule without serious challenges. In the models,
this outcome is represented with positive designators, though it was especially valued when it accompanied a radical policy (favored by liberals
on ideological grounds). Finally, the outcome of unstable liberal rule is
viewed as desirable, and thus receives a score of positive for a radical
policy and a marginally positive for a reform policy (only marginally
positive because the combination of instability and limited liberal transformation was not a particularly desirable outcome). Again, these desig-

